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Agricultural Landscape, when is sustainably cultivated, is an expression
of human biodiversity linked to a wider concept of biodiversity, the
result of a co-evolution process between man and nature.

What is ScapeWorld? It started as a landscape network for Landscape Architecture students, young

Landscape Architects and professionals. We would create (at the beginning a virtual space and after a real

place) an area born as a playground, where LA professionals, young LA and LA students can meet each

other, and they can learn about their landscapes, their identity.



What we do at ScapeWorld? We proposed actions to discover European landscapes

through social networks in an action in conjunction with ELASA
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What we do ScapeWorld? I ScapeWorld survey Actions during General Assemblies



A message for us:

“Just keep moving forward :) and take care for the really talented peoples”

“Greater connection between individual country LA organisation and IFLA”

“IFLA should try to become more involved and visible in less developed 

countries, such are countries of the Balkans”

“In this age, we can look at the world as a world. Not like in the past, we 

are not separated anymore. We are able to experience the vast integrity on 

earth. This is the time to develop one plan for world, and to give up 

continental and national development agendas”

“Such stuff need to be more advertised here in Serbia. On my Faculty 

there are a lot of people willing to change things, but kinda, stuff aren't 

going that great, it feel kinda hopeless, but we believe that EU will change 

things, and help uninformed people about our surroundings and our 

profession”

“Be more visible, present and engaged”


